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bstract 

OF 

\\'1th ::he scientific (iF'\:pirnYm behind it, o":ernov,:,S the country. 
lir(lits. and takes along r~e cultural background needed for its use. Let:5 

and cconoTI1ical globalization. tne:re is a technological 
too. Th~ econoTI11cal and political glob2.lization is built on this situation. 

\videly defined globalization built o~ technol;gy: is tuning into an inevitable 
I-I 0 \\" IS it to be, on the political and economical methods (lnd trends. 

J.( e yv.'ords: globaliza~ion. interests. polit,ics. ethiCs~ technology. 

:\ 1945 - moment when the atomic bomb made its destruction 
not only the milestone that marks the political Efe and the history of the 
technology utilization, but the beginning of a crisis that ivill affect the whole 
world for a long period of time, 

In 1946 iHl essay the pen of those physicists and soldiers, 
who participated in the technological experimentation or the organization 
related to the production of the atomic bomb, commenting the character
istics and changes within this crisis. The title of the book from our point 
of view is very important. One world or none .. , Out of every st'..ldy com
mented by the book irradiates that, \vith the birth and utilization of the 
atomic bomb, all the international relations mayor must change. If the 
human beings who are blinded by the bewitching of power, can easily 
an armament that's capable of a huge destruction, the dismemberment of 
nations and the hostility turn impermissible, The authors of the book pro
pose the foundation of international organizations to control the institutions 
related to scientific life and technical development, as well as confederations 
with rights to guard the military situation of all nations. 

The' American Atomic Physicist Association' added a synthesis to the 
book in which they characterize the upcoming world in three points, In the 
first point, they talk about the crisis, more likely an economical crisis, which 
is a very long process in which no important principle means the same thing 
as before the explosion of the bomb. All our values change, not only the 
partial or regional interests will be important, instead of them the goal of a 
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global survival will be and this will turn into the condition for the regional 
life, too. In other words. the goal is not to use the atomic bomb to decide 
over territorial limit discussions, more likely is to elude that anybody ever 
makes use of an atomic born b. ;Vlaking use of some military expressions, they 
establish that defense and prevention, the war, the rescue, the contents or 
consequences of a disaster, as well as the methods must change, since their 
meaning is different by now, by the era of the atomic bomb. A moral and a 
cultural crisis takes place as welL which roots are to be found in the same 
change of values. 

The next period in the life of our world will have another important 
characteristic, because problems emerge in a global \vay. The consequences 
of ne\\' scientific results or the latest technical solutions cannot be closed 
behind the barriers of country limits. not even for a short time. The results 
and the consequences will spread around the \vorld, ordering all events, 
towards the standardization. 

The third point or prediction is related to the role of politics, since they 
thought that the importance of poEtics as a peculiar controlling regime of 
society \vili grow. This way politics will take a wider extension, its regulative 
principles and methods will reach social groups in \vhich they have beell in 
t he background until no\\'. On the other hand, in the delicate territories 

tics seem to play a determinative role and not only a regulative function. 
The facts explained before are related to each other. The change in role 

of politics can be tolerated only in a global world, to this \vay harmonize 
the l'egionalization and the globalization. And only in a global world is 
not an utopia or idealism. co cooperation, mutual and extensive depending, 
described by the first point. 

prediction v;as a long time, ana now years lcLLer 
Vie can say that the fut ~lre those characteristics is turning into 

From some of yie,v . lots of happened. rhe role of politics 
is bigger. the predicted crisis covers a biggest area; and mc:.y·be it lasts 
than of globalization are and significant. 

the 

years ago. 
Ho\,; technicians. \\'ho years ahead could not Dluch 

about the world's economy or the global problems, could give such a perfect 
picture of the future, which we think are Yery important elements of the 

'(ure. The answer is, because there ,vas something that nobody knew 
better than they, the results of technological development and knowledge 
and of which they could see that it was not going to be used only in the 
military domair~ but in the civil world, completely transforming it. The 
researchers, whose articles can be found in the book titled One world or none 
knew about a technical achievement, with effects of which only they could 
think about, the atomic bomb. History demonstrated, that the country 
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limits are no obstacle for the propagation of technical results, they did 
not stay inside a limit, if they could be utilized somewhere else. The special 
environment in \\"hich the atomic bomb was prepared and then used, clarified 
from the first moment, a knowledge and technological achievement for the 
whole humanity as \vell as a problem concerning the whole humanity, too. 
The scientists thought, this technological results are enough reason and 
condition IQ start the process of giobalization around the world, in which 
every nation cooperates to create those necessary conditions to live in peace. 
It means were about a conscious political globalization. 

In the la50t years. the technical development to gro\\' \\"ith 
a The obtained the 

construction of atomic pm\"er 

\vas right; S3,Y-

secret hurnan happiness. 
environmental problems the big cost of nuclear po\ver. 

The was irreversi then. lots of ural es-
tablishments and conglomerates were built \\"ith the idea of a low 
cost energy source and the scn"ices related to it. ~\ucicar plants \,>"ere being 
built all around the v;orld, first the illusions and then the crude 
and expensive . This ',v ay. in the 'Fnited as as in the rest 
of the world, grew the amount of disposa.ble energy and everywhere 
necessar:; to confront the problems that come together with the functioning 
of nuclear plants, with the problem of manipulating nuclear waste. 
This meant the beginning or 2t cooperation around the world, to make re
searches related to the security and manipulation of the nuclear plants, the 
disposal or nuclear \vaste and to grow the conscience of humanity, to be 
more observers, concerning the problems related to nuclear plants. Global
ization is not restricted to the domain of results, it takes place as weil in 
the way people react to the mutua! problems, regarding the acceptation of 
technical innovations. In a technical language, user of the products: with 
an economical cant, the consumer is beginning to behave similarly in the 
\\' hole world. 

For the modern specialists, managers there is a task. farther away from 
organizing the industries internal work, they have to develop a new \vay of 
keeping contact with the consumers or users. They had to work hard, in find
ing the right production techniques, towards a consumer oriented industry. 
in which consumers are the actual creators and users of the products. This 
way emerged a huge industry, the propaganda industry, which contributes 
tremendously to the process of globalization. 

The presented example, sketch of a process, the technical development 
of the last fifty years, did not mention country limits. This fast growing 
industrial and agricultural development, sweeps away the political limits 
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-very efficiently·, without respecting them at all. 
Let's see briefly a \vell kno\yn example! The automobile is more than 

a hundred years old, but diffused around the world, in the last fifty years. 
What is the meaning of the automobiles, from the point of view of globaliza
tion? After the right market studies and design work, the cars are produced 
and have to be sold, because only a mass prod uction can be really economi
caL with the biggest possible production series, they cannot limit their sales 
within only one country. The cars taken to a different country naturally 
take along the need of the infrastructure required for their use. For example 
the desire of consumers to have their own -vehicle: after alL society did all 
the necessary to offer me the possibilities, it depends on me now, to make a 
move towards o\vning a car. 

The automobile as independence, as the symbol of liberty, has been re
ally successful in all societies. And nobody can negate, that the high cost of 
it could be seen from the beginning, for the individual and for society. Some 
societies tried to stand up against this temptation and stop the propagation 
of automobiles, protecting themselves they Viere preparing their de
bacle. They tried to isolate themSelves from the impact of these worldwide 
eVents, like automobiles propagation, and this was precisely their failure, 

once again The movement of technical development oVer all counuy 
limits. 

The automobiles arrive to every country on o\\·n international high
\\·ays and create the required conditions to function, and all of that \",ith 
international q standards, since the only possible \;;ay TO them 
the proper predestined use, is offering good quality services. There is Cl. nec
essary road quality standard, good fuel and gas station chains, mechanical 
services, ete. ;\ot only the along with 
them there are 

countries around the '.,,"orId. 

same items 

bring 

if the society 
because of t11e conditions set. like the 

haYe been made 

specific preferences. This barrier. as we haye experienced, does not 
our society absorbs all the new things. like a sponge: the infrastructure 
conditions are absorbed a little bit slmyer. It is important TO mention the 
every time faster and better acceptancE technology is haying around the 
world, thanks to the services and conditions, that are the key to the events 
going on in the world, which can be felt in other segments of society and 
may bring aiong some tragicai consequences. 
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The main point is to recognize. how technical development contributes 
to globalization of the world. utilizing the same resources in all segments 
of society, connecting them together in one functioning system. Together 
with this, it is necessary to let other cultures expand, permitting the danger
ous possibiiity of standardization. Dangerous because the standardization 
arriving together 'xith technology is aggressive, since the revolutionary force 
of rationalism is ';ery clear. If 'xe cars, we must build roads bringing 
in the 'same oppressing the u!1ique individualism. The 
same 

.... 1 
. In LEe 

Sta~dardization is the goal of on industrial devel-
there are more a.nd ITIOre industries producing for the 

\\'hok wodd instead of one country or one region. For example. the expen
si\'e ,~,merican movie bUO'.ine5s can only be productive, if all around the '.,'orid 
millions of people pa.i' to see them. or an automobile factory can only be pro
ductive if its cars are running on the v;Lole '-"'orld's roads. This is valid for 
the clothing the food industry. etc. :\ product is economicaL Wfwn 
it may be consumed by everyDod:\'. not having to design <: special produc 
for each person or group, the \\'hole world must wear the same blue jeans. 
while the same film. use t.he same car and ',';ork "'itl: the same 
computer. The big worldwide industries, with their safe mass produc~:ion 
and their low costs car. easily oppress the small traditional companies, re
gional enterprises propagating aggressively their cheap standard products, 
pressing the consumers of the world into the same consumer structure. 

The risk of globalization is in the standardization. The question is, 
how to fight against it, and if \\'E: want to fight against it? 

Before we ans\\'er this question, let's clarify that beside the political 
and economical globalization, there is a technological globalization, too. 
The political and the economical globalization are the advantage given by 
a situation, while the technical globalization is the constraint behind this 
situation. The technology, along the scientific development behind it. over
flows the country limits, as we could see, propagates and takes along the 
cultural background needed for its use. The economical and the political 
globalization is built on this situation. The widely defined globalization, the 
one built on technology, is turning into an inevitable reality. How is it going 
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to be, depends on the political and economical methods and trends. 
In conclusion, I think fighting against technical globalization is like 

swimming against the current, losing all the chances of finding our place in 
this global world. A global world is homogeneous, a big country will never 
be, at least (not even forcing it) in the actual situation that is far away from 
reality. In the future of this global world, the regions will always be present, 
having the same level of technical development, but representing specific 
geographic, economical, cultural units and mean, suitable communities for 
everybody. 

Our mission is not fighting against globalization, or trying to stop 
the process of it, but to create a community with a special economy, in
tegrated by free and creative people, and \vhich is able to survive beside 
the world's other communities, conserving their unique characteristic. Not 
isolating them, letting their members use their knowledge to adapt, be part 
of the global \,,-orld, in which they can conserve their characteristics, be free, 
conscious, have liberty and independence. 




